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The body protects its susceptible parts e.g., hands and feet from cold injury by allowing a surge of blood to flow through them on exposure to severe cold. This occurs through alternate vasodilatation and vasoconstriction known as Lewis Hunting Reaction. This phenomenon is influenced by several factors, which indirectly may also affect individual susceptibility to cold injury. The role of nutrition, adequate insulation of the body and positive heat balance in relation to the protective mechanism have been reviewed and discussed. Available literature on various factors has been surveyed and discussed in the light of recent advances in the physiology of cold exposure. Certain tests based on the present knowledge, to be developed and standardized for screening susceptible individuals to frost-bite have been suggested.

Protection of extremities against cold has assumed special importance as our Armed Forces have to operate under conditions of severe cold, violent air movements and oxygen deficiency encountered at high altitudes in the vast mountainous terrains of our northern frontiers. Further, it is essential to maintain joint function, mobility, neuromuscular function and comfort by adequate protection to the extremities in order to enable the troops to keep fit for active operations.

Extremities contain very little tissue which is capable of heat production. Heat, therefore, has to be supplied either by blood circulation or from an external source. The arterial blood supply to the foot is relatively poor and is further reduced to a marked extent on exposure to cold because of vasoconstriction\(^1,2\). Due to a very small blood flow to the foot, it follows the same cooling curve as if it was an inanimate object\(^3\). A temperature gradient exists along the body and the blood loses its effective heating power relatively as it travels from the heart to the lower extremities. Further, from surface area consideration the foot forms only a small part of the total body, yet it is difficult to insulate it because of its shape. Foot sweats more than other body areas\(^4\). The accumulation of sweat decreases the thermal insulation of the footgear and poses an additional problem. Due to these factor foot is more susceptible to frost-bite than hand.

Susceptibility to cold/cold injuries depends on the following factors: (i) acclimatization to cold: if troops stationed in regions of warm climate are suddenly induced to extreme cold existing at high altitude, they do not have sufficient time to get acclimatized to the new environment and are therefore more prone to injuries due to cold (ii) racial and ethnic differences: personnel of the Indian Armed Forces are recruited from different regions where food habits, social customs and weather conditions differ widely and as such there may be variations in their physiological responses to cold exposure which may vary their susceptibility to cold. Observations in Korea indicated higher incidence of frost bite among Negros as compared to Whitemen\(^5\).

Studies have confirmed that people chronically exposed to cold exhibit peripheral heat regulating mechanism which enables them better to succeed in their environment\(^6-10\). These physiological adjustments may result from direct cold exposure to both experimental
or natural cold stresses. The present paper deals with the various factors which influence susceptibility to frost-bite. These factors may form the basis to formulate simple tests to exclude individuals susceptible to frost-bite from participating in operations to be conducted in extreme cold.

There are two schools of thought with regard to pathogenesis of frost-bite (i) damage is produced by direct action of cold upon tissues (ii) damage occurs as a secondary effect of cold induced vascular changes. The recent trend is towards a combination of the two. Considering the above, susceptibility to frost-bite also has two main aspects (i) capacity to resist freezing by supercooling the tissue fluids. Thus the damage to the tissues by formation of ice crystals and disruption of the morphological structure of the cells and the cell bridges is avoided (ii) body's mechanism to maintain the temperature of the tissues higher than the freezing point by a pronounced cold induced vasodilatation. It is with this latter aspect in view that we propose to standardise physiological parameters to predict susceptibility to frost-bite in human subjects.

Protective Mechanism of the Body

When the extremities are allowed to cool down to 18°C there is a vasoconstriction and the blood flow decreases. Between 18°C and 10°C the blood flow remains constant at the minimum level. If the temperature of the extremities falls below 10°C, a protective action of the body occurs which allows a surge of blood to flow through the extremities. This was first observed by Lewis11 on the basis of skin temperature measurements and he termed the alternate constriction and dilatation as 'hunting reaction'. This is a cyclic phenomenon and is usually triggered at temperatures below 10°C. The cold induced vasodilatation prevents the extremities to cool further by losing more heat at the expense of the thermal economy of the body. It is more marked in hands than in feet. Other body areas which are normally exposed to cold e.g., ear, forearm and the elbow also show the dilator response. The cold induced vasodilatation does not depend upon the integrity of the sympathetic nervous system or sensory nerves but is caused by cold directly acting on the vessel walls12. The Lewis phenomenon may be reduced by several variable factors such as total body cooling or emotional state and anxiety. On the other hand adaptation to cold is associated with rapid onset of vasodilatation, resulting in greater blood flow and quicker rewarming. Physical fitness, nutritional status as well as age may also influence the protective mechanism of the body against cold and therefore are of importance for persons required to function in the cold environment13.

Physical Fitness and Age

The importance of physical fitness and physical training programme has been emphasized for various reasons. It has been shown by Adams & Heberling14 that prolonged physical training significantly increases the physical fitness scores. When these subjects were exposed to cold after the training programme, the average level of the heat production was 15 Cal/meter²/hour higher and the foot and toe temperatures 3—4 °C higher with no significant difference in the average body temperature than the controls14,15. These data indicate that physical training may provide enhanced protection to the extremities. The actual factors responsible for higher metabolic rate and higher temperature of the extremities are not well defined. It may be that the increased heat production during the period of physical training persists for a period longer than 24 hours after the training programme16 or the protein intake and utilization in the body is improved as a result of vigorous exercise17.
The blood flow through the extremities changes little with age although the vasomotor variation in flow is diminished in the elderly. There may be a rise in the resistance of the vascular bed resulting from the rise in systemic arterial pressure with age. Spurr et al. observed that the hunting reaction occurred less frequently in the older age group. The rate of cooling and rewarming appeared to be more rapid in the younger age group.

**Nutritional Status and Diet**

In extreme cold climate the caloric requirements are enhanced and an inverse relationship has been observed between the caloric requirements and environmental temperature. Our studies have shown that caloric requirements for the same daily routine are enhanced at high altitude in cold. This additional requirement may be met by adding more fat to the diet. At high altitudes even high fat diet may be well tolerated without any evidence of ketosis and its sequela. This may be in accordance with the conclusion of Mitchell & Edman that protein intake does not increase tolerance to cold while high carbohydrate and fat diet are of value.

The nutritional status of an individual also seems to influence the thermal protection afforded to the body against cold. Impietro & Bass have reported that the ability to maintain body core temperature is impaired by marked restriction of food intake. In such cases the cold induced heat production is decreased during prolonged exposure to cold thus necessitating a higher insulative protection for the body. A fall in the core temperature affects the cold induced vasodilatation. Under operational conditions such marked restrictions of food intake should not normally arise. But at times when parties of individuals are cut off from their parent units and run short of supplies they are prone to caloric deficiency for short periods. Recently Eagan tested the thermal responses of six subjects who had undergone a regimen of starvation for five days outdoors in interior Alaska. The starvation group did not differ from the control in average temperature of the finger although temperatures were obviously higher for the controls at the end of the test. The slightly lesser pain in the starvation group was accounted for their cold experiences during the starvation regimen. How far such mild changes of nutritional status and fatigue will effect the protective mechanism of the body needs further investigation.

The question of alcohol and high SDA diet to provide quick calories during cold exposure is worthy of consideration. German workers recommended moderate quantities of alcohol as a protective measure against the Russian winter. The recommendations were mainly based on the assumption that ready calories provided by alcohol would help in the maintenance of the body temperature. Recently a study on thermal balance showed that deep body temperatures generally showed no fall in individuals given moderate quantities of alcohol. Only in a few the rectal temperatures showed a slight fall. However, alcohol produced other deleterious effects on the central nervous system which may summate with those of high altitude hypoxia. The role of alcohol and high SDA diet need to be further investigated.

As regards the effects of deficiency and extra supplement of various vitamins, the results are conflicting. There is some evidence of increased resistance to cold in animals given extra amounts of vitamin C. No beneficial effects have so far been demonstrated in human beings exposed to cold. However, in view of the fact that fresh vegetables and fruits are difficult to provide at high altitudes, it is preferable to supplement the diets with vitamin C. There is a need to determine the influence, if any, of vitamin supplements and deficiencies especially of nicotinic acid to the incidence of experimental frost-bite in animals.
INSULATION OF BODY AND POSITIVE HEAT BALANCE

The cold induced vasodilatation patterns are related more to the central thermal state of the body than the finger temperature. If the body is in a condition of heat debt to the extent of 10–15 per cent the Lewis hunting reaction is sufficiently weakened or totally abolished. This finding has an important bearing on the question of frost-bite. The extremities lose heat at the expense of the central thermal economy. If the heat loss exceeds to an extent of 10–15 per cent of the metabolic heat production, the vasodilatation will be totally abolished and the temperature of the extremities will start falling. Either the body should be in a position to increase its heat production to meet the demand of the extremities or it will have to sacrifice them in order to preserve itself. It has been shown that adequate heating of the body will maintain temperature of the extremities. It is also interesting to note that face warming is capable of increasing blood flow to the hands. These experimental results indicate the necessity of adequate thermal insulation of the body to minimize the thermal losses from the body. Veghte on the other hand, observed that heavy insulation of the body with unprotected extremities does not enhance tolerance of the extremities to cold for most persons at a temperature of 0°C or less in cold chambers. This implies intense vasoconstriction of the vasculature of the extremities due to local responses of the peripheral receptors. If the extremities are also protected adequately, the body is able to tolerate low environmental temperatures for long periods.

No simple physical method is available at present to indicate whether an individual has a positive or negative heat balance. It is only the subjective feeling of discomfort which acts as a guiding factor. It has been mentioned that the habituated individual feels less discomfort due to cold for the same degree of cold stress and this confidence may induce him to over expose himself to cold. As such, to be on the safer side, it is always better to keep oneself physically active as far as possible and restore the heat balance by periodic exercises.

GENERAL COLD ACCLIMATIZATION

Human adaptation to cold has been the subject of numerous studies most of which are concerned with field observations of metabolism and body temperature of people accustomed to a cold climate since birth. These studies have revealed various thermo-regulatory processes in response to cold. At one extreme Australian aborigines are there who sleep naked through a considerable cold night without recourse to increased metabolism. The adaptation of this group to non-freezing cold is characterised by low body temperature and low tissue thermal conductance. In the midspectrum are the white persons living in temperate climates, who expend a great deal of metabolic heat trying to maintain normal body temperature during cold exposure and are unable to decrease tissue conductance as much as the aborigine can. On the other extreme appears to be the Alaskan Eskimo who, when cold stressed, has a higher metabolism and warmer skin than the non-Eskimo. Rennie et al. observed that the Eskimo, when at rest, consistently produced more heat to the extent of 15–20 Cal/meter²/hour. The high metabolism has been shown to be caused mainly by the specific dynamic action of their high protein diet. The elevated metabolism cannot be cold adaptation in case it is due to dietary factors. Their tissues conduct heat physically at a rate of 60 per cent above that of non-Eskimo, which is a result of their relative lack of fat insulation. This loss of heat results in a warmer skin, a greater heat loss and a greater fall of rectal temperature. The value of high metabolism and high tissue conductance of a fully clothed Eskimo would lead to better convection of heat to the distal extremities since average skin temperatures under their clothing are comparable.
to those of the unclothed Eskimo in room temperature exceeding 28°C. If the Eskimo was not well clothed in his natural habitat this excess heat loss would prove fatal. Therefore, their active heat loss reflexes are not detrimental to overall body temperature but in fact may be beneficial in warming skin surfaces exposed to subzero temperatures and in this way prevent local cold injury.

Repeated cold exposures produce changes in man which acclimatize him to cold environment. These changes are reduction in the adrenergic responses which are evidenced by a weak pressor action in the case of cold water immersion and a decreased vasoconstriction in case of cold air exposure. The metabolic adaptation is also observed as shown by non-shivering thermogenesis in cold adapted individual. Joy has given evidence of an increased metabolic action of nor-adrenaline in cold adapted men.

There is no direct evidence suggesting a marked difference in the susceptibility of extremities to cold injury in the cold adapted and non-acclimatized individuals. Information from the records of frost-bite cases during the recent Sino-Indian operations did not throw any light on the relative susceptibility of the acclimatized or the non-acclimatized individuals. Also no mention was made in the reports of frost-bite cases during the operations in Korea. Presumably, all the soldiers were fully acclimatized to cold. The question of cold acclimatization assumes importance for the Indian forces as it is often necessary to transport the soldiers from the plains to the combat areas at high altitudes. In a tropical country it is likely that most of these soldiers would often be in a state of cold acclimatization at the time of arrival in the field areas. The question arises whether the extremities of these soldiers will be unduly susceptible to frost-bite. If this be true, it would be necessary to ensure that the soldier is cold acclimatized by artificial or natural means for a period of four to six weeks prior to his assignment in high altitude operations.

LOCAL COLD ACCLIMATIZATION

There is enough evidence to show that the deteriorating effect of cold on the sensory and neuromuscular functions of the hand can be lessened by acclimatization. This may at least partly be due to an improved peripheral blood circulation in the hand. Differences in the vascular responses to cold have been found by several workers. It is well established fact that onset of cold induced vasodilatation is quickest in people habituated to life in the cold. Evidence is also available that man may develop a greater blood flow through the hands at low temperatures as a result of previous exposure to cold. Krog et al could not confirm this observation in studies on hand circulation of Lapps and North Norwegian fisherman. However, they suggested that the greater blood flow in the cold acclimatized persons is only found when the experimental subjects are investigated at ambient temperatures low enough to produce an increased general vasoconstriction tonus. Evidence in favour of this hypothesis was brought forward by Elsner et al who studied heat output from the hands of Arctic Indians. They found markedly lower heat output from the hands of whitemen than of Indians in cool environment. Hellstrom & Andersen could not find any significant difference of the mean heat output between Arctic fishermen and young men not habituated to work in the cold when they were either in general heat balance or heat debt. Their results do not agree with the view that men habituated to work in the cold with their hands show an increased blood flow in the cold when studied under environmental temperature low enough to produce a general vasoconstriction. Studies on tolerance of Gaspe fisherman to cold
water showed a greater heat flow and higher finger temperature than the control subjects from the same vicinity. With one hand immersed in water, the pressor response was greater in control subjects. Skin biopsies showed no difference in skin thickness and in cell size but there was a significantly greater number of mast cells in the fisherman’s skin. On the basis of these results LeBlanc suggested that thermoreceptors, hypothalamus, cortex and effector organs are the sites of local adaptation.

Adams & Smith were able to produce local cold conditioning in the right index finger of Caucasian subjects from a temperate climate by immersing in ice water bath for 20 minutes four times daily for one month. In addition to this Eagan found that chronic exposure of hands to cold air for 12 hours every day results in decreased finger cooling rate after about 10 days. However, Miller & Irving have pointed out they individuals subjected to cold stress need not all be acclimatized and it is not necessary that adaptive changes may occur in all such individuals.

Although direct evidence of proneness to frost-bite of locally acclimatized extremities is not available yet the changes produced may be considered protective in nature. The German authorities recommended alternate exposure of the extremities to cold water bath and rubbing with snow as a protective measure against frost-bite. It may be worthwhile to include similar exercise in the training programme of the soldier even though he may be considered in a condition of general cold acclimatization.

General cold acclimatization even to moderate cold necessarily imparts some degree of local cold acclimatization. The parts of the body which are frequently exposed to cold e.g. hands, are better locally adapted to cold. Feet which are covered with socks and shoes for most of the time do not show the same degree of cold adaptation. It has been shown in sojourners to Antarctica that people who have stayed there for more than one year show better general and local cold acclimatization. In experiments conducted by Massey eighteen persons (fourteen were new and four had attended one year camp in Antarctica) developed primary frost-bite of the fingers.

It is not known how far local cold acclimatization would help general cold acclimatization of the body, but if LeBlanc’s view that the centres of local cold acclimatization are hypothalamus, cortex, thermoreceptors and effector organs is correct, it may be conjectured that the locally cold adapted individual can stand cold stress better than the unadapted. This view may be compared with the cold acclimatization of the Eskimo who is more conditioned to the loss of heat from the extremities and other exposed parts of the body rather than conservation of the thermal energy. It is the Eskimo rather than the Australian aborigine who lives in an environment capable of freezing the extremities.

ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDE HYPOXIA

Acclimatization to high altitude hypoxia is a slow process. Individuals who reach high altitudes rapidly suffer from the hypoxic effects for a considerable length of time. Under hypoxic conditions, there may be a general vasodilatation associated with local vasoconstriction of the extremities. The sensitivity of cold receptors in the skin is also reduced. Further hyperventilation results in greater respiratory heat losses. Hypoxia inhibits shivering reflexes through the chemoreceptors. In animals, the core and skin temperatures decrease under hypoxia and cold but no such changes occur in man. Kotke, however, observed a fall in the core temperature in man. Oxygen administration has been shown to suppress functional changes particularly of the legs in
animals exposed to cold water bath for 30 hours. In our studies, high altitude hypoxia decreased tolerance to cold by impairing the fraction of non-shivering thermogenesis. Further stay of about a year at high altitudes produced only slight degree of cold acclimatization as compared to Tibetans as evidenced by cold induced oxygen consumption, shivering and cold tolerance. Tibetans also maintained a higher foot temperature on cold exposure. Similarly Cavanagh found no evidence of local cold habituation up to a period of 62 days at high altitudes. This contrasts with experiments in cold environment alone where habituation could be demonstrated within six weeks. Incidence of frost-bite is particularly to be high at high altitude although the mechanism by which hypoxia aggravates cold injury is not clear at present. Pitchotka et al examined the effect of hypoxia on local cold injury in the rabbit. From their observations it was clear that exposure to hypoxia after cold injury increased the degree of injury. They suggested that tissues not irreversibly damaged by the cold injury are further damaged by diminished oxygen supply. The duration of hypoxia before injury does not seem to be related with the extent of the damage.

Experiments on heat output from the hand immersed in cold water bath at 4°C have indicated a decreased heat output in hands at high altitudes of the same individual when compared at sea level. Further experiments are in progress to determine as to what factors are responsible for this marked reduction of the cold induced vasodilatation at high altitudes.

It is surprising that slow and gradual acclimatization to hypoxic conditions accelerates the cold adaptation. Hale & Mesler concluded from their experiments on rats at 380 mm of Hg that in many respects the results at high altitude were closer to the ideal than those at ground level which suggests that chronic hypoxia acts to accelerate adaptive changes to temperature.

Tissular and chemical acclimatization to hypoxia results in increased capillarity which helps in physical diffusion of oxygen from the blood to the cells. An increase in the levels of myoglobin, energy rich phosphates and ATP—ase activity has also been reported in high altitude reared animals as compared to those at seal level. These changes during acclimatization are expected to be helpful in cold acclimatization also. However, data in this respect on human subjects are lacking. Investigation on human beings may throw more light on the protective changes that take place during cold exposure.

Racial and Ethnic Differences

Racial and individual differences in vascular response to cold have been found to exist. Negroes maintain a lower finger temperature on immersion in ice water as compared to Alaskan natives. Compared to white subjects, Negroes showed a more severe digital response on exposure to intense cold. They also showed a significantly less rise in cold induced metabolism. During the Korean operations frost-bite cases were higher in the Negroes than white men. It could not be established whether this difference was due only to increased susceptibility to frost-bite or other factors like personal hygiene, motivation and training as well. In India, the personnel of the armed forces are recruited from different regions which differ widely in environmental conditions. Variations in food habits, personal and social customs also exist. As such it would be interesting to study the variations in their ability to acclimatize to cold. These studies will provide valuable information on their susceptibility to local cold injury and the amount of insulative protection they require.
LOCAL INJURY AND MINOR ILLNESS

Injury to the limbs predispose the extremities to frost-bite. It was observed that 35% of the casualties of American army in Korea had sustained wounds prior to cold injury. A crystallization nucleus is formed in the effusing blood which leads to tissue freezing. Further immobilization of the part hampers the blood flow. Individuals with previous cold injury are more prone to frost-bite because of the vascular changes in their tissues. Vagotonic individuals have a faulty control of their capillaries and may be more susceptible. Subjects with a high titer of cryoglobulins show allergic reactions to cold exposure and may be expected to be more susceptible to cold injury. How far minor illness and subclinical conditions hamper cold acclimatization is not known. This information may, however, be useful in fixing periods of rest after recovery from illness.

PREDISPOSITION, PROPER EDUCATION AND TRAINING

In achieving safety and comfort, an individual ordinarily makes several adjustments either through trial and error or training. The failure to protect from frost-bite is a direct evidence that he (a) was inadequately trained to meet the situation which rendered him a frost-bite casualty (b) responded unsuccessfully in spite of training due to underlying psychologic predispositions and (c) was faced with overwhelming situational factors such as lack of proper equipment, improper nutrition, improper supervision, severe weather conditions. These factors may of course, be considered mutually inter-related.

A study of the frost-bite cases during the Chinese aggression mainly indicated ignorance of the causative factors of frost-bite in Indian troops. Proper training may have avoided many cases of frost-bite. As regards predisposition, it may be said that there is hardly any study of the psychological behaviour of frost-bite casualties in India. Debons in a psychological enquiry into frost-bite cases during "Operation Sweetbairn" found no significant difference between the frost-bite and control groups. He, however, remarked that as a group the frost-bite cases presented a profile with an elevated depression peak with low Psychasthenia and Hypomania levels and they were rural oriented than the others of the control group.

There is a need for compiling a standard proforma for all frost-bite cases. This would help in assessing the various factors which are mainly operative under Indian conditions. In some well equipped modern armies, protection against frost-bite is a personal responsibility and failure to act appropriately reflects upon individual’s efficiency.

Overwhelming situational factors are often encountered during combats e.g. in the winter of 1958-59, one of the severest in India with heavy snowfall, 27 cases of frost-bite were observed of which seven sustained cold injury together in one accident. These soldiers belonged to a batch lost in snow during the blizzard and were rescued after 24 hours. All of them had frost-bite of the feet and in two the hands were also affected. Accident, injury and sudden weather shift or combat conditions may render prophylaxis impossible or inefficient resulting in cold injury.

PREDICTION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO FROST-BITE

It is well known from animal experiments on frost-bite that there exists a great individual variation in proneness to frost-bite. However, it was not determined as to whether any physical, physiological or biochemical factors were involved. Investigations on these lines could prove useful in laying down criteria for assessing the susceptibility to frost-bite and in fore-warning susceptible individuals anticipating cold
exposure. Further during operations in Korea it was observed that the Negroes had higher incidence of frost-bite as compared to the Whites, although both were exposed to the same degree of risk. From this finding, interest was created in studies on the comparison of Negroes with Whites as regards their responses to cold. No correlation was observed with 'S' type haemoglobin in the Negroes to their greater vulnerability to cold injury. Recent studies have shown that digital responses are more severe in the Negroes as compared to Whites when exposed to a standard cold. A comparison of the Alaskan individuals with Negroes has shown that the former maintains a much higher finger temperature during immersion in ice water baths. These observations suggest that local responses to cold may give some indications as to the susceptibility of the individual to cold injury.

Lange et al. suggested that it might be possible to screen persons with an unusually high sensitivity to cold by means of a standard cold test. Hursh described a cold test in which solid carbon dioxide was applied for two seconds to the anterior aspect of the forearm over a space having a diameter of 0.8 to 1.0 cm with a pressure of 16.5 gm. Subjective observations were taken after 5–10 minutes the application and the reaction was graded by wheal formation in the area covered by CO₂. Individuals showed a great variation in response to the described test. The variation shown by the same individual within a period of three months was equally great. Statistical analysis indicated that all reactors could be explained by chance alone. In the same year, Bader & Mead conducted a study on individual differences in vascular responses and their relationship to cold tolerance at Fort Churchill, Canada and showed that individuals, in whom the reduction of finger blood flow during immersion of feet in ice water was relatively transient had in general a lower incidence of frost-bite; they were able to work with unprotected hands in the cold for more prolonged periods than individuals in whom vasoconstriction was maintained throughout immersion of feet in ice water. The other physiological indices in which consistent variation among individuals was demonstrated showed no marked relationship with cold tolerance. These included spontaneous variation in finger pulse volume and finger mean volume during a control period; finger pulse volume reduction during warming phase prior to cold immersion of the feet; maximal finger pulse volume reduction during immersion; blood pressure rise during immersion and severity of pain during immersion. They further observed that man after field experience under cold stress, experienced less pain and had smaller blood pressure rise in comparison to the unexposed man.

Recently Tromp has suggested a series of tests for determining the degree of efficiency of thermoregulation mechanism of the human body. These include assessment of the 'Lewis hunting reaction'; 'Bedfords air cooling test'; 'water bath test'; 'blood pressure test'; 'blood flow test'; 'habitation test' and 'diuresis test'. Tromp has standardised a simple water bath test in which the left hand is cooled in water at 10 to 15°C for 2 minutes. During the rewarming phase, the temperature of palm's centre is noted at every 15 seconds. The curves for subjects suffering from disease which may involve impaired function of the thermoregulation centre show certain features which do not occur in normal subject.

The U. S. Navy has introduced a specialised type of screening programme for selecting men to serve in the Antarctic under the name 'Operation Deep freeze'. All personnel—military and civilian, are subjected to essentially the same assessment procedures. The programme has been reported to be effective in accomplishing the purpose namely to eliminate men who might develop serious disturbances during long Antarctic winter
Not a single individual selected on the basis of this assessment procedure is known to have been hospitalized and separated from the service for psychiatric reasons. The details of these tests have not yet been published in open scientific literature.

From a study of the literature reviewed above it appears worthwhile to propose simple and practical tests to predict susceptibility to frost-bite. Some of the physiological responses to be studied when the extremities are allowed to cool are as follows:

(i) Blood flow measurements,
(ii) Heat output from the hands and feet,
(iii) Assessment of ‘Lewis hunting reaction’,
(iv) Finger and toe temperature measurements during cold exposure,
(v) Rate of cooling and rewarming after exposure to cold,
(vi) Tactile discrimination, finger flexion tests and manipulative skill in the cold,
(vii) Tolerance to cold,
(viii) Cold pressor test.

A detailed description of these tests seems out of place here. These tests are to be given a trial on a large cross section of the population. The question then arises under what conditions these tests should be carried out on human subjects to predict their susceptibility to frost-bite. It has been observed that the temperature for the onset of cold induced vasodilatation is lowered with the lowering of the ambient temperature\(^{25}\). Further at higher ambient temperatures vasomotor control of blood circulation in the extremities is operative during the phase of cold induced vasodilatation while at low ambient temperature this control is not effective\(^{28,69}\). As already discussed, the central thermal state of the body plays a very important role in the cold induced vasodilatation\(^{31}\). Any experiment conducted at thermoneutral environment or above it would not be indicative of the body reserve or its capacity to replace the heat lost. In field conditions, irrespective of the clothing of the body, heat losses may be expected to be enhanced. Under such circumstances the intensity of cold induced vasodilatation will not only be indicative of the enhanced hunting reaction but also of the capacity of the body to make up the heat losses under the cold environment.

A similar reasoning may also apply as regards high altitude hypoxia. Under hypoxic conditions the BMR remains the same as at sea level but the respiratory heat losses are enhanced\(^{62}\). Thyroid and other endocrine functions alter initially and return to normal values after a certain period\(^{60}\). It is, therefore, suggested that these tests may be conducted after the first phase of adjustment at high altitudes.

In order to assess improvements in the physiological responses to high altitude and cold the tests may be repeated after one year. Those individuals who do not show signs of local acclimatization by enhanced cold induced vasodilatation, rapid rewarming time etc. may be considered to be more prone to cold injuries including frost-bite.

The above tests relate only to the circulatory functions in the extremities and do not reflect on the individuals ability to avoid freezing of the tissues by supercooling. In experimental animals it has been observed that hamsters avoid freezing of the tissues by supercooling\(^{81}\). An answer to this type of body adjustment against cold can be obtained from animal experiments. It is possible that a correlation may also exist between the physiological parameters described above and the degree and incidence of frost-bite. Experiments are in progress to find out whether such correlations exist.
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